
The Challenge 
The plan was fairly simple – the Bob Graham Round, split into 5 legs and run 

by pairs.  It’s called the ‘Billy Bland Challenge’, and simply put you’re trying to 

beat one man’s BGR time as relay of 5 pairs; however, what a man – Billy’s 

time of 13 hours and 53 minutes from 1982 is still the individual record, and 

no team of relay runners have even come within half an hour of it – we would 

target 24 hours… 

 Although a small club, we have some decent Fell Runners, some very       

experienced runners and loads of enthusiasm.  The plan was talked through 

with Andy Lang and before we knew it, a poster went up on the noticeboard 

and an open meeting planned.  The anticipated enthusiasm was realised and 

even when we started talking numbers (66 miles, 42 peaks, 28,000 feet of 

ascent, 24 hours of running) everyone seemed to get even more excited.  

Names were taken, Legs were allocated and recce’s were planned. 

Over the following 10 months or so we lost a few runners to injury and illness 

(notably Giles Bailey, Christian Lloyd and Alice Buttle), and had one major     

re-allocation of Legs, with Mark Hoath being drafted at the 11th hour.  Recce’s 

were completed up to 10 days before the day and all eyes were on the  

weather, which was looking favourable.  A campsite was booked, final      

preparations completed, a Tracker hired and a symbolic baton was  purchased 

so that club members could follow our heroic progress (and we could keep an 

eye on where our runners were going….) 

A Month Of Meltham AC Racing              Billy Bland Challenge Special                                      June  2015 



Leg 1 – Keswick to 

Threlkeld – Andy Lang 

and Mark Hoath 
(Via Skiddaw, Great Calva, Blencartha) 

Finally the moment arrived – we were gathered outside Moot 

Hall in Keswick at 11.30pm.  Mark had decided to follow the 

classic preparation of a full day’s work followed by a 140 mile 

drive, and seemed more like someone finishing a round   

rather than starting one; but his slightly confused enthusiasm 

deflected the nerves that everyone was clearly facing.   

There were other teams hanging about, solo and group, and 

we fell in with the Heptonstall Hurriers duo who were also in 

good spirits.  Having decided on a 00.01 start time we 

watched various teams heading off on the chimes of       

midnight, before Andy and Mark were suddenly running, with 

Andy catching everyone out with a comedy pulled hamstring 

after a mere few strides!   

The night was dry as we headed back to the tents and our 

team effort was heading off towards Skiddaw where they 

encountered both a surprisingly low cloud layer and had to 

start running by compass and bearing over a tricky night 

time navigation.  The journey to Great Calva went without 

too many hitches, as the slightly surreal precession of head-

lamps worked their way down then back up before dropping 

again to a river crossing and then the long climb up       

Blancartha.  By now the short nights were moving along, a 

glow in the east announced dawn and the Skylarks          

responded, offering a rare treat as the last climb kicked in to 

tired legs. 

With the final peak bagged, it was a choice of line and the 

decision to take on Doddicks as opposed to Hall’s Fell paid off 

well as our duo descended in good spirits, ahead of other 

runners who had set off before them.   

Arriving in Thelkeld our first Leg was complete, a new day 

had arrived and the baton was ready to be handed over… 

Andy’s Strava - 13.6 miles 5,186ft ascent 



Leg 2 – Threlkeld – Dunmail Raise –  

Susi Sadler and David Sadler 
(Via Clough Head, Great Dodd, Watson’s Dodd, Stybarrow Dodd, Raise, White Side,                                              

Helvellyn Lower Man, Helvellyn, Nethermost Pike, Dollywaggon Pike, Fairfield, Seat Sandal) 

 

Despite the early hour, David and Susi were up and raring to go as they watched the sky begin to slowly lighten.     
Having already agreed the exact changeover point they were in the perfect position to receive the baton and tracker 
and head to the hills, but alas the over enthusiastic taping of the tracker to Mark’s strapping proved a touch awkward 
to release (not for the last time during the challenge!)   
Finally away, the conditions were perfect for the climb up Great Dodd before the undulating path to Helvellyn; with the 
sky turning blue and the dark clouds being replaced by lighter and wispier ones that touched the tops but offered no 
concern for the well recce’d route.  With some wide open spaces all to themselves, photo opportunities were taken, but 
the pace never slowed as this experienced team made short work of their leg, but even they were seriously impressed 
at Dollywagon Pike as the Keswick team, who had announced they were going for the Vet team record, came through 
at a thundering pace.  Following them to Fairfield was a tall order, so they settled back into their own strong pace and 
started to think about the final stages as the heat of the sun started to be felt, despite the early hour.  The sting in the 
tail of this leg is the drop down to Grisedale Tarn followed by the steep climb up Fairfield, and then with the peak 
bagged, back down and up to the final peak, Seat Sandal, before downhill all the way to the changeover, where they 
arrived 20 mins ahead of a revised 23hr30 schedule. 
Waiting at the bottom were the Leg 3 runners with team ‘captain’ Jeff Miller, who was searching the skyline with      
binoculars, and once the green and purple shirts appeared they were swiftly a reality as they descended at a cracking 
pace, with David unhooking his backpack mid stride to have the tracker and baton ready to go… 
 
David’s Strava  – 14.0 miles 5,670 ft 



Leg 3 –  Dunmail Raise – Wasdale 
 – James Young and Sam Bolton 

(Via Steel Felll, Calf Crag, Sergeant Man, High raise, Thunacar Knott, Harrrison Stickle, Pike of Stickle, Rossett Pike,       
Bowfell, Esk Pike, Greta End, Ill Crag, Broad Crag, Scafell Pike, Scafell) 

 
Sam and James were in great spirits and once they arrived at the changeover were pacing about and were ready to run.  
James had not had a chance to recce, so was relying on Sam for the navigation, and as such had not seen the climb up    
Dunmail Raise until then; it’s a daunting sight, but once you see some runners come through and follow their progress up it  
becomes a more manageable challenge.  The weather was perfect without a cloud in the sky and the sun was beating down 
as the tracker was tucked into James’ backpack and Jeff, David and Susi watched them across the road and then up the Raise 
at a cracking pace. 

Once at the top and feeling strong they made short work of the early 
ground, but then made a small navigational mistake, which in these     
conditions can have massive consequences, and before they knew it they 
were descending down a steep slope that they quickly knew was wrong, 
but struggled to find a way off without a massive retracing climb, which 
inevitably became a reality.   
The steepness of the scramble back up took a lot of energy, physical and 
emotional, but a quick break for nourishment to steady the nerves and 
legs saw them off again, trying to make up some lost time, but quickly 
realising that the brutish nature of the terrain makes that a very difficult 
thing to do.  Making the most of the conditions they made it to the Scafell 
Massif without any concerns, and then they started to hit some cloud that 
had started rolling in from the Irish Sea.  The route from Scafell Pike to 
Scafell took a little longer than expected as they worked their way around 
Foxes Tarn, having previously agreed not to take on Broad Stand.    
From here they dropped out of the cloud and started the long descent to 
Wasdale, made much quicker by the spirit lifting scree slopes which were 
still being talked about hours later as a massive highlight of the Leg.    
Arriving at the carpark amidst supporters for other teams and solo       
runners, as well as the 10/10 challenge which was on the same day, there 
were smiles all round as we knew we were well over half way around, the 
baton and tracker were handed over, as was Sam’s compass as Jeff had 
forgotten his in all the organising… 
 
James’ Strava  – 14.6 miles 6078 ft ascent 



Leg 4 – Wasdale to Honistor –  

Jeff Miller and Paul Elliott 
(via Yewbarrow, Red Pike, Steeple, Pillar, Kirk Fell, Great Gable, Green Gable, Brandreth, Grey Knotts) 

Having recce’d about 70% of the route 10 days before in horrible conditions, Jeff and Paul were in good spirits as 

they arrived at Wasdale a little early to check out the route up Yewbarrow.  The sun was shining, the wind was 

warm and not a cloud in the sky as they waited for James and Sam to appear on the descent from Scafell.  As time 

moved on though, we started to get concerned about both the incoming weather and the whereabouts of our    

colleagues.  Unable to access the online tracker, we did manage to get a call through to ‘Base Camp’ who informed 

us that they were OK and moving up on the last summit, so our attention turned back to our peaks, with Kirk Fell 

already completely covered in low cloud.  We were ready to go when they arrived at the changeover, and with the 

tracker in firm place (the return of the gaffer tape) we attacked the climb up Yewbarrow with a quiet determination.  

About two thirds of the way up we hit the cloud level, and looked below us for the last time for over 5 hours as our 

luck with weather ran out.  Still warm, but thankfully dry, we hit the summit in the eleventh fastest time ever          

recorded on Strava, and with compass and map in hand we pushed as hard as we could, but, with almost no     

visibility, we missed the turning and ended up having to go over Stirrup Crag, which was more terrifying once we 

looked back on what we had just come down.  We stopped for extra layers and pushed to Scoat Fell and the      

diversion to Steeple.  With the wind picking up and hitting us right in the side, the scramble across to the summit 

was increasingly dangerous and, keeping low and slow, managed to scramble as far as we could without any     

visibility around the sheer drops.  The climb back up Pillar was completely unfamiliar, despite having only been 

there 10 days previous, and as we descended the other side our thoughts turned to the bleakness of Kirk Fell which 

Jeff had struggled to navigate in the cloud before.  Steely determination took us up Red Gully and up to the plateau 

where Jeff made exactly the same mistake as before and pointed a course that would have taken us straight back 

down to Wasdale Valley, but thankfully Paul was steadfast and demanded a second compass check until Jeff agreed 

the same direction that he believed to be correct.  Trusting the compass we dropped down to a 10/10 Checkpoint 

at the base of Great Gable where we met up with Duncan Archer who was pacing Gwynn Stokes on his solo BGR.  

Tagging on to their tails we followed them up to the summit (which was amazingly crowded considering the    

weather and lack of people we had seen all day) and then over the other side to Windy Gap and then the ‘downhill’ 

stretch to Honister.  Only after the final peak of Great Knotts did we drop out of the cloud and could see the Youth 

Hostel below, which added fuel to the legs and we flew an unconventional line to the handover in the dusk. 

 Paul’s Strava – 11.2 miles 5,697 ft 



Having always known that this Leg could well be in the 

dark we originally had two pairs running, but with Alice 

Buttle not recovering from a series of injuries in time, 

the final three runners waited patiently as the light 

started to drop and Ten o’clock approached (with no 

further mention of Tina’s Youth Hostel ‘incident’ as she 

searched for a pre-run comfort break, but let’s say she 

wasn’t the only one with a story to tell that night…)!  

When Paul and Jeff appeared on the horizon the three 

got themselves together in the slate mine car park and, 

for the second time today, the tracker refused to come 

free from its moorings.  With three sets of hands    

tearing at it, we finally got it into Robin’s backpack and 

then they were gone in a flash.   

Dale Head was duly despatched and, with headlamps 

on, Hindscarth was summited, although with the wind 

and cloud striding across the valleys the conditions 

started to close in.  With just one peak left, the summit 

cairn of Robinson was celebrated, although the tricky 

descent proved particularly hard in the wind and the 

team had to come together and help each other for 

footings and route finding as midnight arrived and they 

knew that the 24 hour target was gone. 

With the knowledge that the challenge was now to be 

completed, whatever the weather, the team hit the 

ground running and headed up the side of             

Derwentwater, before turning into Keswick town     

centre.  Turning the last corner the cheers of the   

waiting team were louder than the noise of Saturday 

night revellers as they sprinted up to Moot Hall 

(negotiating the scaffolding!) and touched the steps at 

exactly 1am, 24hours and 59minutes after we’d set 

off… 

Robin’s Strava – 10.9 miles 2,288 ft ascent 

Leg 5 – Honister to Keswick – Robin Stewart,  

Tina Crowe and Mark Crowe 
(via  Dale Head, Hindscarth, Robinson) 



Post Challenge 

Finally, our weary runners were all tucked in, although 

with adrenaline still flowing through the veins it made 

sleep somewhat sporadic (not to mention the          

ridiculously noisy local geese).  We had made it,      

together as a team, as well as with the support of Gill 

Swift, Josh Elliott, Alice Buttle and the whole of 

Meltham AC who backed our Challenge.   

We may have, I believe, recorded the slowest Billy 

Bland Challenge on the same day that Keswick Vets 

recorded the fastest, but for us the time is immaterial.  

Meltham AC is a small club with a great spirit, and just 

being able to get the runners and logistical support to 

do this was a massive achievement and, we hope, and 

inspiration for all the other small clubs.  Everyone got 

round, no-one was injured and there was much     

laughter all day long. 

The tracker is a great way to keep in touch, both from 

the spectators and the safety point of view – for me, 

just knowing it was on my shoulder gave me confidence 

to keep going and I would highly recommend it. 

Will we do it again?  Guaranteed…and we’ve got plenty 

of other ideas too… 


